VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
COMPETITOR HALL
Work with competitor hall chairman and Cliburn staff to provide all needs pertaining to the competitor hall, competitor
practice schedules, escorting competitors to performances, and calming competitors. Staff the competitor hall and serve as
welcoming committee, provide check-in for volunteers, provide check-in for competitors, distribution of information packets
and welcome bags, provide information regarding Competition and Fort Worth area. Provide hospitality for competitors,
competitor families, official guests, and press, including replenishing snack items and keeping area clean. Comfortable
communicating with individuals whose English is limited. Arrive 15 minutes prior to shift time and stay 15 minutes after to
prepare for next shift. Shifts are approximately 4–5 hours in length (TBD). Volunteers should have organizational, team, and
time management skills, as well as community relations skills. Orientation spring 2015. Concentration June 18–28, 2015.
COMPETITION PACKET ASSEMBLY
Make copies of needed paperwork for Competition participants’ packets. Organize packet content and nametags, and
assemble packets. Work with Cliburn volunteer coordinator at Cliburn office. Assembly times may be on short notice as
changes are made prior to Competition. Concentration during the month of June 2015.
GIFT SHOP
Work Cliburn Gift Shop shifts during the Junior Competition under the direction of the Cliburn CFO, Cliburn volunteer
coordinator, and gift shop chairman. Duties include working the sales floor, promoting Cliburn merchandise, making sales,
restocking shelves, providing customer service, and other related activities. Additional duties include operating cash register
as needed. Focus on organizational, retail, and team skills. Orientation spring 2015. Shifts begin one hour prior to performances and end 30 minutes after performances. Shifts are approximately 4–5 hours in length (TBD).
TRANSPORTATION
Transporting competitors, jurors, and Cliburn guests to and from DFW airport and hotel or TCU campus prior, during, and
after the Junior Competition. Usually scheduled in advance. Sometimes flight reservations are changed requiring short notice
for needed transport. Volunteer needs to be comfortable communicating with individuals whose English is limited. Flexible
and adapt easily to a changing environment with a positive attitude. Work with Cliburn volunteer coordinator and volunteer
transportation chairman. Transportation provided June 18–30, 2015.
USHER
Work shifts during performances for the Competition. Shifts will be assigned by Claudia Foreman, head usher. Performances
will take place on the TCU campus in PepsiCo Hall and Ed Landreth Hall.
WELCOME HOST
Individual or families to welcome competitors during their stay in Fort Worth. Pick up competitor from the airport upon their
arrival to DFW and return them to the airport when departing. When available, attend assigned competitor’s performances,
take snacks to competitors in their TCU dorm, and take competitors out to dinner. Be their cheerleader and support. (Possibly
one host to two competitors.)
For more information, please contact Kay Howell @ 817.738.6536 or khowell@cliburn.org

